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FEDERAL IT MODERNIZATION WATCH: WHO CAN SEE AMERICA’S
WARFIGHTER LOGISTICS COMBAT SUPPORT INFORMATION?
Fairfax, VA – Technatomy Corporation, a leader in federal government systems integration for digital
transformation initiatives, announces the successful version 18.1 release of the Defense Logistics
Agency’s (DLA) Account Management and Provisioning System (AMPS), DLA’s Oracle-based, Identity
Access Management (IAM) system.
AMPS offers the DLA centralized rule and role-based access controls serving multiple applications that
support the efficient supply of our country’s warfighters around the globe. Literally, AMPS authorizes
‘who-can-see-what’ data across DLA’s complex logistics information systems through sophisticated end
user authentication. The system’s planned cloud migration assures the government of substantial cost
savings, robust security and system availability.
Gregg Barr, Technatomy’s Program Manager for AMPS, shared the dimensions and critical importance of
the work involved:
“Recently, the version 18.1 release of AMPS marked a momentous achievement for DLA and our
delivery team. We’ve helped the DLA create an identity access management capability beyond
anything similar in existence today. In light of critical resource challenges, the customer conveys
that they are ‘very pleased’ with our resourceful efforts in achieving this latest release.”
Technatomy has been supporting the DLA AMPS development program since 2005. Technatomy
Corporation CEO, Nadeem Butler, remarked:
“Across the federal landscape, there’s the compelling need to modernize IT systems
for growing cost and security factors. Our teams continue to deliver innovation and
extraordinary quality, helping federal government managers achieve specific digital
modernization objectives on time and within constrained budgets. We are committed

to these the success of our customers and to building trusted, lifelong beneficial
partnerships with them.”
About Technatomy:
For nearly two decades, Technatomy Corporation has served the federal government as a system
integrator focused on application development, program management and IT support in the health and
civilian agency sectors. Today, the firm provides a breadth of digital transformation technologies,
including codeless development, artificial intelligence/machine learning, blockchain, and enterprise
security solutions.
###
If you would like more information about Technatomy or this topic, please contact Todd Schwartzrock at
(703) 268-5525 or email at info@technatomy.com.
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